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ABSTRAOT

Theexisting literature on UAb-AI dispersions issurveyed and a com~

parison with similar data for UAla-AI dispersions is attempted. The
experimental work included the .preparation ofa practically single
phase UAl2 compound by induetion-melting and its grinding to apre
determinedpartiele size. The blending of UAl2 andaluminium powders
into suitable dispersions and· their eompaetion by cold pressing to the
densities required for roll-bonding are deseribed. The piet"Ure-frame
teehnique was used to elad the dispersions with aluminium toproduee
test-plates for irradiation experiments.

The kineties ofthe UAl2.and UAb solid-state reaetions with aluminium
are dealt with on a qualitative basis. Throughout, comparison is made
with the known technology of UAI3-Al dispersions, taking into eon
sideration uranium densities,production aspects, pyrophorieity, volume
changes, &e.

It is eoneluded that UAI2-AI dispersions have potential applications as
fueis for advanced test reactors.

I.-INTRODUOTION

RESEAROH reactors with neutronfluxes of '" 1015 ncm- 2 sec -1 utilize
plate-type fuel elements having a high uranium content and, in most
cases,an aluminium matrix and cladding.

Up to ,....,25 wt,:·% uranium, U~Al alloys can be produced by melting
and casting and hot rolled without difficulty into fuel-element plates.
At higher uranium concentrations, hOIllogeneousdistribution of the
fissile phase in thematrix and thehot-rollingprocess present problems.
Ey adding ",3 wt.-%8itothe melt, fuel elements containing48wt;-.%
uranium can be made by conventional melting.l The presenoe of
sili()on,however,eomplicates the ehemic.al.reprocessing of.t~~fue1.2

In recent times, with the development of dispersion fuels such as
UaOs-AlandUAb-Al, an increase inthe uranium content to the extent
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of 45-50 wt.-?/o was achieved. By powder-metallurgical fabrication
~-------~mA9~lJnw-ge-noou:s-distrib-n-ti-on-of-t-h-e-fis~le-phase-i~tained-,-----~-----~~~

and it also becomes possible todistribute evenly a burnabIepoison
(e.g. B4C), which is added to controlthe reactivity. Finally, as a result
ofpowder-'metallurgical compaetion the retainedporosity 8eems to
reduce the swelling rate by trapping the.TI.ssion gasesß

While sOllleyears agü UaOs--Al fuel elements were wellto the fore,
UAb__Al i8 preferred today in. reactors running at low cooling-water
temperatures(H20 01' D20), sinceits behaviour iSIDore favourable at
high burnups.2,4,5 The exothermicreaction of UaOs with aluminium
is .an additional hazard a8 far as reactor. safety. 1S concerp,.ecL6 The
employmellt of UAI2-Al dispersions has hardly been cOllsidered in this
context, especially because of the greater pyrophoricity of UAb.7 Hmv
ever, the few irradiation testscarriedout on fuel plates .of. UAb-Al
(44 wt.-% UAb) seem to indicate that the irradiation behaviour of this
dispersion is as good as that of UAl3-Al.Should it 1e possible to fabri
cate plate-type fuel elements of UAI2-AI successfully, the followillg
obvious advantages would begained:

(1) The higher uraniuID content (6,64 as compared with 5·07 g cm- 3)
and the greater material dellsity (8,14 as compared with 6·8 g cm- a)
results in a further increase in theurallium content of the plate without
the necessity of raising the content of the brittle dispersed phase.

(2) Owing to its congruent melting the preparation of UAIg is much
simpler than that of UAIg . The homogenization step that is necessary
for the preparation of UAb is not required for UAb.

Owing to their high meltillg points and good thermal condu.ctivities
UAl2 and UAlg are also attractive as fuels for rod-type fuel elements.
In addition, theycould be used as dispersion fuels with a matrix metal
having a high meltingpoint.8

The experimental work described here deals with the preparation of
UAl2 on a laboratory scale and its usein a UAI2-AI dispersion in plate
type elements with dimensions .smaller than those envisaged for the
original fuel elements. As far as.thesecan be judgedfroIIl the. present
work, the···advantagesand disadvantagesof the UA12-AI and.UAI3-AI
elements arediscussed.

1. Prepa-ratt:onof UAl2

In ·general, .. UAl2 ... can .beprepared by. the same methöds asTJAla,. i.e.
by melting 01' by solid-state reaetions. .. Beeause of thecongruent melting
of UA12, .the easier melting procedures offer advantages.
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(a) ~~ielting Procedw"es
-- - --'fn~b:e ca-se-of-induction---:;-DY-~rneltin-g;lIraninm-and:-a-lnminium-a-re-- ~~~

weighed-in stoichiometrically.The. crucible material used is graphite,
sometimes with a magnesium zirconatecoating, Or vacuum-annealed
A120 3. Melting is carried out in air, in vacuum (5 x 10-3 torr), orin an
inert gas (argon).. The melt can be poured into graphite or preheated
steel moulds. In arc-melting, homogenization is achieved by repeated
melting.9, 11-13 The carhon content of the meltis ,......,0·1-0·4 wt.-~~.

Owing to the relativelyhigh meltingtemperatures, lösses hy evapoTatiOll
and soaking into the crucible of-lOwt.-% occur.ll

(b) Reactions in the Solid State

These procedures, whilesomewhat more complicated than. melting
methods, yield single-phase substances of high purity (especially in the
case of UAl:Ü. In this context, the question arises as to whether the
effort is justified, since, owingto the presence of aluminium in thedis
persion, reactions to UAl3 01' UAl4 will at least partly Occur duringhot
rolling.

In the hydride process,14 uranium hydride ismixed with a stoichio
metric amount of aluminium powder and heated in vacuum (700°0, 4:h).
During this period the liquid aluminium reacts with the very finely
distributed uranium to form uranium aluminide. A subsequent
annealing (1300°0,13 h) in inert gas (argon) completes the reaction.

The fluidized-bed technique has so far been used to prepare UAls.
However, it should also be applicable to other uranium aluminides.
Spherical aluminium powder isheated in air (350°0) in areaction vessel
and sprayed with a solution of uranyl nitrate (U02(N03)2) by means of
an atomizing nozzle. The UOs produced forms a coating on the alu
minium particles. Spraying iscontinued until.the desired U/AI ratio
is attained.

The second stage is the reduction of UOs to U02with a mixture of
argon and methanol, again at 350°0. In this way undesirable side
reactions during the subsequent chlorination are minimized. Ohlorina-
tion is carried.out at 350°0 in a streamofargon and carbon tetrachloride,
theU02Iayerbeingthusiconve:rted.toUCls.... FiJlally,a:rgonis intrQ~
duced, .the .temperature is raised.to6QOoQ,am1tlle. followingrea.ction
takesplace ;

UOb+ 4: Al --'-----+ UAls + AlCls

The resulting. UAls particles 9.re •. Ilear1yspherwal, but holl0-w' . Tlwy
could. be dellsified in a plasma flame, though the incongruentIrlelting of
UAl3 and UA14 would probably lead to a two-ph~se product. The
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the need to reduce the, urEtnium to ,metalduringreprocessing.l5

2. Fabrication 0/ UAl2--Al Dispersions and Fuel Plates

The individual technological stepSare similar to ,those for UAI3-AI,
though on account of the pyrophoricity of UAl2 the crushing process
nmst be modified.

Ir the compound is not availableas a powder, crushing is carried out
in an inert, gas (argon) or a protective liquid (petrolether) in ball- or
hammer-mills.lO UAl2 ( '" 125 !Lm) and, aluminium (44 rm) powders
areblendedmechanicaHy (3 h) and pressed into highly dense pellets at
rv5Mpcm-2.

For the fabrication of fuel-element platesby the weH-known picture
frame technique, rectangularpellets are required. No data are avail
able in the existing literature on the fabrication of such pellets or of
clad fuel-element plates. However, it can be assumed that procedures
that are suitable for UAls-AI dispersions can beapplied to UA12-Al
dispersions also.4,5,13

3. Structure and Properties 0/ UAl2 and' UAl3

UAl2 and UAl3 havea cubic lattice and, according to theequilibrium
diagram, uo homogeneity range.16 However, recent measurements
indicate a homogeneityrange (>2-7 wt.-%U) for UAl3,17 In the
presence of aluminium both compounds form an unstable dispersion.
While UAls reacts at ",450°0 with aluminium to form UAl4+x,18,19
little is known about the eourseof the UAl2~Al reaetion. H, can,
however, be assumed that UAl2 also reacts to form UAl4+x when alu
minium is present. lfas afirst step UAl3 was formed at the particle
boundary it wouldimmediatelyreactfurther to UA14+x. The diffusion
of aluminium to the unreactedzone ... would not be restricted since UAl3
as. weH,as, UA14 ean holdalumini~minsolutioIl.4 ,17

Only limited dataareavailabIe,on the properties of UA12-'and TJAl3~

Aldispersions,.·.thoughsome data ,existfor the' components •(Table.I).
With regard"tothe pyrophoricity of both aluminides the following

considerations seemto beuseful: U30sandAj203 are the products of
oxidation.of UAl2 and UAls in air at 550°0, as determined by X-ray
diffraetion.With the help of theknown thermodynamic data the
affinity ofthe two compounds for oxygencan be estimated.

(1)



TABLE L-Properties of UAl2, UAls, and Alttrniniurn

Propel'ties

I Latticeparameter,A.
Meltingpoint, °C
Density,g cm~3

Standard enthalpy(H29s), kcal mole- 1
I Stalldard entropy(S29S), caLdegC-1

F:ree enthalpyofformation (LlG), kcal mole- 1
(calculated)

Thermalconductivity,> cal •cm-1 degC- 1 sec -1:
estimatedbyextrapolating values of U-Al
alloysand U
measured at 94°C ",ith hot-pressedpellets of
98% T.D.

Electrical resi~tiyjty,Qcm, at room temperature
ofunsinteredpellets(63-90[.Lm), 90% T.D.

Temperature coefficient of the electrical resistance
(measured onunsintered pellets)

I. Linear thermal-expansioncoefficient deg- 1
0-300°C
·0-400°C
0-500°C
0-600°C

UAlz

7·744±0·001
1620
8;14

22·3±5·0
25·5±3

-27·4+9·9
x 10- 3T

0·119
(at 200°C)

6 X 10- 3

1·8 X 10- 4

14.7><10- 6

15'Ox 1O~6

15·lx 10- 6

15·2 x 10- 6

Ref.

20

21
21
22

23

24

24

10

UAl:!

4·254± 0·001
1350
6·8

25·2±5·0
32'5±3

-32·9+13
x 1O- 3T

0·151
(at 200°C)

0·024
3'Ox 10","3

2·2 X 10- 4

16.8><10- 6

15·8x 10- 6

15'2xlO- 6

14.9><10- 6
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3 UA13 + 10·75 O2 -)- UsOg 4·5 AlzOa (2)

For the oxidation of UAl2 the free enthalpy of formation per moIeo±'
oxygen lS

L\GUA1z . 8~5[AG<U308> + 3ßG<A1203) ~3ßG<UAh)J (3)

In the case of UAla it is

AGuAl3 - 10\5 [L\G<U30S) +4'5L\G<Ab0 3) - 3AG<UAla) ] (4-)

Equations (3) and (4) show that (e.g.at 3000 K) UAb has a greater
aflinity for oxygen (AG- -218 kcal mole- 1 O2) than UAl3 (AG •. -182
kcal mole ... 1 02)' The resulting reaction products are in addition poor
heat conductors, so thatthe heat produced is insufficientlyremoved.
Using the Neumann-Kopp rule) asmallermolar specific heat (18 cal
deg- 1 mole-I) Can be predicted for UAl2 than for UAb(24cal deg- 1
mole-I). The lower specific heat of UAl2, combined with the higher
production of heat occurring during its crushing or oxidation, would
lead to a greaterincrease in temperature and, hence, to more rapid
attainment of the "autogenous-ignition temperature)).27

III.-ExPERIMENTALWORK

The following investigations had as their aim the preparationof
pure, single-phase UAl2 and its powder-metallurgicalprocessing. into
UAI2-Al irradiation test-plates containing f"ooI 50 wt.-% UAl2 (24'9 vol.-<Yo)
or 40·75 wt.-%> U in the core. For the purpose of Inaking comparisons
with. the technology of UAl3-AI dispersions,13 the fabrication para
meters were kept constant as far as possible. The fabricated fuel
element plate should have the characteristics (distribution of uranium,
bonding, dimension tolerances) required for irradiation experiments)9

1. Preparationof UAl2 .Powßer

For the preparationofUAl2 the induction-meltingprocedure wasthe
sameas that usedforUAI3.Comparedwitharc"melting, this method
permits .the .• pr()dllction of largerIneltso i ThycrllcilJlematerial.chosen
was vacuum-annealed Ab03 (1500°0, 10- 1) torr),13 which has already
been satisfactorily used for melting UAb.••. Themetallicuranium (rod
orstrip) was rinsed with earbon tetraphlorideandpropanon .and sub
sequently etcAedin a mixture (1 :l)of nitric .andacetic acid. The
eomponents were weighed..in stoichiometrically(81'52 wt.-% uranium,
balance aluminium). As a precaution against segregation) the..alu-



Fw. l.-UAb as cast, containing UAls.. Etched with 50% HN03 solution.
(a) X 100; (b) X 500.

-P.l\f.

(b)
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minium vvas alwaysplaced at the bottom of the crucible j with the
- ---- ~-U-f-al'li-lHl'l-on- -t0f'.--T-he--f0l-10-wiB.g-m-elti-Il-g~ c-eOll«i-i-ti0ftS--a-PFea-r--t0~- Be-~ ------- --

suitable:

Atmosphere: helium, 40o.torr.
Heatingrate: 50 degCnun-1.

Melting temperature: 1620°0.
Oooling: optional.

Under these conditions,.a relativelyporous product is 0 btained .•• that
ean beeasily separated from the erucible.

The density of UAb is mueh higher thanthat of the otheraluminides
or aluminium, so that .if segregationtook place the uranium content
would be expected todecrease from the bottom to the topüfthe regulus.
To determinethis point two sampies from themelt were chemieally
analysed. The sampie·taken from near thebottom showed. a vety
small difference in uranium eontent (O-lwt.-%) as eomparedwiththat
taken from the regulus surfaee.

Various samplesfromthe melt were also examined metallographieally.
The three uranium aluminides Yield typiealcoloursafter etching. The
structure (Fig~ 1) reveals a two-phaseproduct. The main. component
is UAb (dark). The small fraction of the UAls phase (light) has solidi
fied from the residual melt at the grain boundaries.

The produetwäs also analysed by X-ray. diffraetion. To obtain
representative sampies, the whole regulus was crushed in inert gas
(helium) andthefine-grain fraction « 25 !-Lm) was used. Oxidation
during analysis was prevented by soaking .the sampie in. paraffin.
The goniometer patterns (OuKa radiation) eonfirmed the metallographie
examinations alld also revealed a small quantity ofUAls. Owing to the
differenee between the lattiee structures of the two phases (UA12,
MgOu2-type; UAls, AuOus-type) a comparison of the intensities of the
diffraetion patterns eannot be used to obtain a reliable quantitative
analysis.

To prepareUA12-Al dispersions the molten produet must be crushed
toa eoarseparticle size. This requiremE}nt arises out of the following
eonsiderations.. .. ... ....••..•• ••...... ..•..•.•.•. .........< .... ..... .....•. .•.. ....•.........

Optimum.• be~ayiour ••• of.· clispersion.••fuel ••.elemelltsunder ...irra<iiatioll
seems, in. ge~~Fa,~'.~()Fequire.t~at... r~c()il •. 90n<i •••.re~ction z()lles,if .. ~~y, do
not interack·· An undamagedportionof the matrix isthenavailable
for the transportof fissionheat. This. eondition i8 partly metif the
fissile phase isihthe form of a coarse powder, .so that the interparticle
spacing i8 large.

The distanee. between particles in the dispersion as a function of
particle.·size ean be caleulated from geometrical relations. Fig. 2 shows
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these functions forUAlz- and UAb-Al dispersions c0l1taining40 wt.-%
TI. ~The_ 3Lvel'age-path~oLt1reJission.fragmel1ts inalllmini-um-is-~~1:i-7~

!J.m.28 SinceUAhhas ahigher uranium contentand densitythal1 HAh,
the recoil-zone requirementcan be met. by using a somewhat finer
grain (r-.; 62V-m) in the dispersion thal1 in the case of UAla( r-.;73 V-m).
Because of technological problems (mixing, pressing, and rolling) the
upper limit should inboth cases ber-.; 150 V-m.

o 20

24·17 VOL-% UAI 2

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

PARTICLE SIZE,p.m

FIG..2.--'-Minimum particle size of the dispersed phase for no recoil-zone interaction
with a uranium content of 40 wt.- %and auniform distribution ofspherical particles.

"Vith the object of obtaining a high yield covering a relatively narrow
range of grain size (63-90 V-m), the erushing of UAh was studied under
different eonditions. Crushing was earried out with a "pulverisette",
supplied by Messrs. Fritsch, Idar-Oberstein, Germany. To avoid
oxidation the experiments wereperformed in inert gas (helium). The
starting material was a preerushed and sereened fraetion of 1-1'6 mm.
Table II shows the results. It can be seen that with this method a
satisfaetory yieldof the desired fraetion eannot be aehieved. In this
respeet UA12 behaves similarly to UAla.13 Experiments are in progress
to inerease the yield by erushing by means of a spindie rotating in a
eonieal vessel, but despite some improvement a eonsiderable amount is
undersize. It eanbe reeycled by melting OI by hot.pressing.

The hotpressing;?fUAh pO,!der( < 63W:n) in grapllit~..d.ies sh.<)uldbe
earried out at a temperature sufficiently low to avoid exeessivecar1Jon
impurities.29 I~ vy~sfoundthathi?hl~dense (93%T.I).)pellet~eouldhe

obtained by hot presslng in vaeuum (10- 4 torr) at 1220°0 and 0·19
Mp em-2. Metallographie examination (Fig. 3) reveals a eompaet body
with a very small amount ofUAla, whiehis discernible asalightphase.
The dark spots are pores and .breaks produeed during the metallographie
preparation. These pellets ean be easilyerushed againandthus re
eyeled.
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FIG. 3.__Structure of hot~pressed UAb Density 93% T.D. Etched with 50%
HN03 solution. X 500.

TABLE II.-Screen Analyses 01 UAl2 Powder under Various Crushing
Conditions in the "Pul1xrisette" (3 min at Three D~jferent Frequencies)

Grain SiZe,!.I.ID
I

Quantity, wt.-% I Quantity, wt.- % I Quantity, wt.-%

<90 59·76 32·35 24·32
<90>63 12·00 16·27 18'65

<63 28·34 51·38 I 57·03

Frequency position 6 8 10
..

The analysis ofthe aluminide powders (UAl2 and UAlg) aftercrushing
is shown in Table III. Theamount of each phase was calculated from
the chemieal analysis byapplying the lever law. Thus, the resulting
values are average.values that permit local fluctuations~ In fact,the
amount .of secolld phase. pr(3sent should be somewhathigJ1e:r thancal
culated. Basically UAl2 and UAl3 powders do not differ significantly
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TABLE IIL-Analysis of UAlz, UAl3, and Aluminiyrn

Composition,w.t..% UAl2 UAl3 Al
(Aleoa 101)

Al 18·26 25·15 99·5
U 79·96 72·43

...

Impurities, wt.-%

02 I} 0·88 0·29
N2 0·0225
H2 1·78 0·0088
C 0·198
Remainder 1·13

Fe 0·13
Si 0·07
Cu 0·01

Average aluminide content
(wt.-%) in UAlx (calcu- 98·2 93·4
lated)

Particle size, [.Lm 63-90 63-90 18·6
(mean value)

in quality. Because the peritectic reactiön is incomplete, the amount of
the second phase is slightly higher in the case of UAh.

2. Preparation of UAl2-Al Dispersions

The aim was to 0 btain a very homogeneous distribution of the
UAh particles in the aluminium. Dry- and wet.,mixing meth()ds were
investigated. Wet mixing in trichlorethylene showed that owing to
the difference in the density and particle size of the components sedi
mentation clustering taok place. To achieve equal fall rates in the
rrllx:ing medium would require either. areduction of the UAl2 particle
si~e or anincrease of the aluminium particle size.. The first alternative is
notfe3Jsibl~ oll ~cc()uIlt 0:( ~egoilzones, while 1111 incl'yasy inthe aluminimn
particle size would probably ·affect compaetion adversely. The degree
of distribution (degree of homogenization) .obtained by drymixing was
calculated from chenücal analysis, applying the following equation.31

Vg ... (1- Ifl).·XI00(%)
Xs
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whem f)N
1

Tl(Xi-XsJ2

X s ... weighed-in ratio of UAl2 to Al.
Xi -- ratio of UAlz to Al determined hy chemical analysis.
Vg= degree of distribution.
N number uf analyses.
f . mean-square deviation.

The variation of the degree of distribution with. mixing time, deter
mined on sampIes of 0·5 g, is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that a
Ionger mixing period does not significantly improve the degree of
distribution. Theprobable reason is that equilibrium is reached between

~

z
o
i= 100
:J
co
0::
f-
~

o

1
~-- -- - .. ---"'>---- -- - ------

u..
o

90 I--l------il------il----t---t---+--t--t----t--+ -+----+--+-~

LU
LU
0::
l?
LU

o

o ·2 4 6 8
BLENDING TW1E, HOURS

10 12 14

FIG. 4.-Degree of distribution (degree of homogenization) of UAI2/AI powder
mixtures blended with tumbler movement at 70 rev/min. Ratio ofpowder volume

to container volume = 1: 4.

100r-T-~--T-~------T---r--T-=~~:;:=F:::.1
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>
t::
Z 70 1~__jL-t__.f--t_-.--:-f---f----'_'_I- _____1-----__I----__t---__t--~_1
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o

601----}'I----'-'--I----.lI-----I-_,______I-_,____'_'_I_,____-----__I---__t--,----__t-_,_____1

1098732 456

Pf\ESSURE. Mp CM-2

FIG.5.__Density. ofa 20vo1.-% UAI2-AI dispersion as a functionofpressure.
• Cylindrical pellets, H/D=l;'" rectangularpellets, 30 x40x2·5 mm.
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Fra. 6.-Compacting behaviour of UAI2-AI dispersions as a function of pressure.
Measured on cylindricaI pellets with R/D = I.
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Fm. 7.-Density of pellets asa function of UAb concentration. Measured on
cylindrical pellets with R/D= I, pressed at 5 Mp cm -2.
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mixingand clustering, so that an increase in the mixing time does not
- - resultinan -imprOyemefit-ofhDmogenity~ .- Semewha-t differentisthecase

of lllixing UAlg with aluminium.13 Because or the smaller differences
in density (PUAla : PAI . 2·52 as comparedwith PUAlz : PAl· ·3·01)there
is a decreased tendencytowardsclustering, so that an increase in. mixing
time results in an improvement .in distribution. .However, the hOIl}o
genityaehievedby drYlllixing of UAb with aluminium 1S sufficientto
guarantee an adequate distribution of the fissile material in the fuel
element plate.

The compacting behavioill of a UAb-AL dispersion was studied on
cylindrical pellets and also (with regard to the fabrication oI fuel ele
ments) on rectangularpellets. A solution of stearic acid and petrol
ether was used as a die lubrieant. Fig. 5 shows the density attained as
a function of pressure. It isapparent that the. pressing behaviour of
rectangular pellets is better than. that of cylindrical ones. The reason
is to be found in the more favourable ratio that exists between their
height. and.diillensions, which results in reduced wall frietion.. The
densities achieved (94% T.D.) are so high that such pellets can be pro
eessed into fuel elements without sintering.

An increase in the volume fraction of the dispersed phase (UAlz) is
possible only up to the point where a change in the matrix occurs.
To determine this change the compaction behavioill of UAlz-Al dis
persions was investigated as a function ofthe volume concentration of
tue dispersed phase (Fig. 6). The curves show that at 50 vol.-% UAlz
an unsteady variation of behaviour during pressing occurs, indicating
theonset of a UAlz matrix. This is still more obvious from Fig. 7,
in which the density of compacts is plotted as a function of the UATz
concentration.

UAb-Al dispersions13 behave similarly. This is to be expected, since
in both cases the aluminium matrix primarily determines behaviour
during compaction.

3. Fabrication 01 UAlz-Al Irradiation Test-Plates

The plate><liIIlensiofisJorthejrradiatioILt{3st§ 1V{3re: phLte 220 x 40
x 1'.3 mIll; c01'e 200 x 30x 0·5 IllIll'

.... Th.e ."U~)2fracYion Il1.Yhesor~.\Vas 50 wt.~% .. (24'9. V()l.-O/o)'> ...• Alu
miniumand also·· AIMgz were employed as cladding. materials.. Pure
aluminium seems to have agreater resistance to corrosion than the AlMg
alloy, butit isinferiorto the latter in strength at higher temperatures.
Thc irradiation test-plates .were fabricated according to thescheme
given in Fig.8.\The radiographs(Fig. 9) showa uniform distribution
of the fissile material. The fuel geometry in the plate is in conformity
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Aluminiu.m I UranÜun I
c. (.18·4S wt .-%+.c .~ .............• (S1-52wt.-%)~ -I·

Screening
(63-90 !-Lm)

Alcoa 101
AlPowder

Al 99·5%,
etched with HNOa

Picture frame
(60 x 70 x 2·5 mm)
with 2 cover plates

(60x70x2 mm)

Rolling passes
(15%)

Blending
(12 h,70revjmin)

Pressing
(5 Mp.cm- 2)

Itectangular
pellets

AIMg2,

etched with HNOa

Picture frame
(60 x 70 x 2·5 mrn)
with 2 cover plates
(60x 70x 2 mm)
Cladwith 5% Al

Rolling passes
(25%)

FIG.8.-Schematic diagram ofUAI2-AI plate :fabrication.



(a)

(b)

Fm. 9.-Sections ofradiographs of clad UAI2-AI fuel-element test-plates. UAl2
content in the dispersion 50wt.-%=24·9 vol.-%. (a) With aluminium cladding;

(b) witb AIMg2 cladding.

(a)

(b)

Fm. lO.-MetaHographic structure of aluminium~cladfuel plates. (a) Transverse
section; (b) longitudinal section. Unetched. x 25.
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with the required tolerance... To find possible defects. (e.g. dog-boning}
taper-ing}and to determinethe thicknesses.of fllelandcladding, trans-
verse ancIlöngitudinal sectiqns of the plate were metallographically
examined (Fig.l0). Here too, thequality of the plates is in conformity
with requirements. The blister test did not indicate any bond defects
in the fuel plates clad witheitheraluminium or AIMg2. TheUA12-Al
irradiation test-plates fabricated in thisway are of the. same standard
of quality as theUAla-Al plates prepared by similar means.

Itcan therefore be concluded thatUA12-AI andUAla-Al fuel-element
plates can he fabricatedon a laboratory scale by basically the same
procedure. Though the pyrophoricity of UA12callsescertain difficulties,
the problem is not insurmountable.

IV.-INTERACTIONBETWEEN UAl2 ANTI UAla AND THE ALUMINIUM
MATRIX

The thermodynamic data for the two aluminides indicate that re
actions with aluminium can be expected. The course of these reactions
is interesting from the viewpoint of fabrication technology as weIl as of
operationalpehaviour. Under irradiation the reactions will probably
take place at even Iower temperatures.

To simulate.the operating conditions. of fuel plates, the following
stumes were .carried out exclusively with highly dense pellets. Alu
minium wasalways present in excess. The reactions were investigated
qualitatively by hot-stage microscopy and quantitatively by dilato...
metry. The quantitative experiments will be described later.30 , The
optical contrast between UAI2, UAla, UAl4, and aluminium is sufficient
for any changes that might occur to be observed. Oylindrical pellets
were used (20vol.-%mspersed phase, pressure 5 Mp cm- 2, dia. 8 mm,
UAl2particle size 63-200 [Lm).During the experiments the temperature
was measured directly on the sampie by rneans. of calibrated thermo
coupies. The tests were carried out in vacuum « 10- 4 torr) at a low
heating rate ( rv 5 degO min-1).

The course of the reactionsis shown in Figs. 11 (a)~(d) . . For the
particle.. §~ze.il1.<1l1~stiol1,the Fe~cti?Il." sta:ts " inpotll c~ses .at •.• ",.Jpgoq
(Fig. 11(b)).....t\,t .tlli~teIllP~raturetl1~~ea,ction rate isyerylo\V; gOll
se~ueniil:r(t~eiie~per~t~r;el1~dtobeillcre~sedto p~rIBittlle ..obs~ry"~~i?1l
of the proc~sswithin.a reasonableperiod of time (3 h). •At 500°0
(Figs. 11 (0) and (d)) the reaction has progrt}ssed considerably inthe case
of the fine;particles, while the coarser. ones are . beginning" tö react.
NicroprObe analysis showt}d that UAJ-1+ x wasthe reactionproductin
both cases.Th~ .course of the reaction can be explained as follows:
At a certain temperature ( rv 400°0) areaction-product growth nucleus
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FIG. ll.-Hot-stage metallography ofthe UAb and UA13 reaction with aluminium.
(a) Room temperature; (b)4100C; (c) 500°C; (d) 520°0. x 100.
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is. fonned after an incubation period. In the case pf UA12 the for-
- -c-- - ~ -- -matiDnDf IIAlsas--a shOl'-t..lLv:-e-~intermediate-pI:-od~uct ..-carmot be-I'll1ed~--.

out,whereas UA14+x is formed immediatelyin thecase pi UA13. It
seems that nucleation is the rate-determining factor for the reaction.
As expected, nudei are formed at regions that are advantageous both
geometrically and energetically. Onee the reaetion has begunthe
diffusion oi aluminium through the UA14+x layer formed i8 deeisiveJor
the kinetics... The reaction isprobablyaecelerated bythe heat released.
As a. result, UAhreacts ata faster rate than UAls. Thiswould agree
withtheheat of reaction being lIigher in the UAh reaction (9 keal
mole-1 )than inthe UA13 reaction(6kealmole- 1).21 Assuming that
the heat produced is not· removed hythe aluminium matrix, and
assuming furthera molar speeific heatof30 kcal deg- 1 wole -1 for
UAl4, •. a temperature rise of 300 degCas.compared to 200 degC would
oceurin theimwediate vicmity.of UA12 particIes.. In fact, in hot-stage
experiments temperature increases oi some30 degO could be measured
at the"start" oi the reactionwhen UA14+ x was formed out of UAls.Is

Apparently,these reactions do notadversely affect the irradiation
behaviour, especially since UAl4+ X can. at least partly satisfy the
volmuerequirements oi fission fragments because of its defeet lattice.
Furthermore, in contrast to the UsOs reaction with aluminium, the
above reactions do not yield ceramicphasessuch as A120s. As a result,
the transfer of fission heat is not seriously affected.

60~--'------'----r--- __--...-------,
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Fm. 12.-.--Reduction .of the .aluminium matrix fraction due to reactiol1s (matrix
content= 100- UAlxcontent)

- . -. UAh hefore reaction
- - - UAls after reactlon
- 0 ~ 0 UAI2 beforereaction

UAl2.after reaction
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A decrease inthe dispersion strength must, hO'wever, be expected as
- a-cons"equ-errce-of-th-e-reaeti-on-s,--s-i-nc-e--apa-rt(Jf t~e-mtttrix-i~onsttmect

For total reaetion· theconsumptionofaluminium is greaterwith UAl2

than with UAh (Fig. 12); however, this is more than compensated by
the fact. that, for a given uranium content, the UAlz-AI dispersion Con
tains more aluminium from the start. These considerations apply to
compact stoichioxnetric reactants and reaction products. Anyexisting
porosity, or porosity generated by the reaction (Kirkendall effect), and
volume increases are not taken into account.

A theoretical calculation of the volume changes resulting from the
reactions is difficult since the density of UAI4+x i8 still a matter for
debate. Its preparation in pure form is problematio because of the
low peritectic temperature (730°0). Experiments have, however,
shown30that the reactions are accompaniedby anincrease in the volume
of the dispersion ( rv 1·6% for UAI2-AI.and rv 4·6% forUAb-Al)... Such
volume increases wouldbe undesirable if they resulted in a change in the
core geometry or in the narrowing of the cooling gap in the reactor core,
which consists of a bundle of plates. A cyclic heat-treatment (530°0,
1 h, 6 cycles) of the UAl2-Al and UAb-Al fuel..element plates after hot
rolling did not, however, cause any volume changes.

V.-CONCLUSIONS

Oomparisonbetween UAl2-Al and UAl3~AI dispersions can be
summarized as foUows:

The preparation by induction-melting of UAl2 is simpler than for
UAh, since it can be obtained directly from the meit without homo
genization. Aluminium losses due to evaporation are practicaUy
eliminated and charging can therefore be stoichiometric. On the other
hand, crushing ofUAl2presents problems. Because ofits pyrophoricity
it must be crushed in helium; this is, however, technically feasible.
The amount offine powder formed, but not desired ( <63 t-tm), is similar
for both aluminides ; it can be recycled by hot pressing and repeated
crushing. The UAlz obtainedhas a slightly higher purity than the
corresponding ..... U.Al3 po)Vcler. •.Tlle Ptocedl1r'e for.Illixingwith .alumi
nium, as wen as pressing aIldcladdinghythe picture-fraITletechnique,
issinril~r for both. d.isp~r~i9l±s: •......••.•.rrhe .rea,ctioIl'YithaluITlilliuIBle~dst()
asmaller increase in volume forthe UAlz-AI combination. However,
after an appropriate annealing treatment, deformation of either UAh-Al
or UAI3-AI fuel plates was notmeasurable.

Oonsidering the higher uranium. contentof UAl2 and itsgreater
crystal density, from the existingdata UAI2-AI dispersions compare
very favourably with UAI3-AI dispersions. They could, in fact, be
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judged to be· slightly superioro A final assessment .can be made. only on
- •th@--basi.s-0f~G0m13a-rativ-e-~Ha€l-i-ati0n~tests;·.·--Ifn0w-n~frat-{t,--h0-w-ev-er,--d0--~-~- -~

not indicate any umavourable irradiation behaviour for UAI2-AI
dispersions.
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